Labour Friends of

Poland

Reasons to Vote Labour
in the May 3rd Elections
Fair Pay
Fighting
Labour guaranteed migrant
workers the minimum wage,
and made sure it has been
uprated each year.
Conservatives opposed the
introduction of the minimum
wage in the UK. Even now
some leading Conservatives
are campaigning for it to be
scrapped.
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Labour is working with Trade
Unions and local Labour
Councils to help integrate
Polish workers and their
families into life in Britain

Labour Friends of Poland
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Labour protected migrant workers
from exploitation by illegal
gangmasters. Labour legislation
has meant an end to ‘middlemen’
recruiting workers (often migrants)
to work in unsafe conditions and
with exploitation pay.
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Labour championed Poland’s entry
into the EU and NATO, and supported the rights of Poles to work
in the UK.

The Conservatives Aren’t on Your Side
ÎÎ Many Conservatives want to get out of the European Union all
together, meaning Polish workers would either be sent home or
would have extremely reduced rights in the UK
ÎÎ The Conservatives opposed Labour’s protections for migrant
workers and are trying to roll them back
ÎÎ The Conservatives currently sit with far-right parties- including
Jaroslaw Kaczynski’s PIS and the Czech far-right party ODS in the
European Parliament

About Labour
Friends of Poland
Labour Friends of Poland (LFP)
is an organisation designed
to improve communication
between the UK Polish
community and the Labour
Party. The aims of the group
are:
• To encourage more members of Britain’s Polish community to get
involved in the Labour Party and participate actively in UK political
life.
• To promote greater debate and education on Polish matters and to
celebrate the positive contribution of Britain’s Polish population to
national life.
• To provide a forum for the discussion, debate and formulation of
policy on matters affecting the UK Polish community.

On May 3rd, vote for a
party that stands up for
workers across Europe
If you would like to be kept up to date with the work of Labour Friends of
Poland, please email us at labourfriendsofpoland@gmail.com.
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